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At the January 7 School Board Meeting Dr. Duran did not announce 
a return to school date for students, although we are moving in that 
direction. We learned that staff in grades PreK-2, part of the Level 2 
Phase 1 group, will begin to return the week of January 25. Any 
class changes in PK-2 based on the choice of instructional model 
will be announced at this time, so that students and teachers can 
begin working with one another at the start of the third quarter,     
beginning on February 2. Return for staff in grades 3-5 has not been 
announced.  

Thank you to families who participated in our Virtual Cardboard 
Challenge, Postcards from Anywhere.  I know students have 
been eager to see what everyone created, and I appreciate    
having this creative outlet for our students during this 
time.  Thank you to Ms. Puhl, Ms. Egan, Ms. Brynsvold, and Ms. 
Allen for coordinating the event. 

This week’s Positivity Project focus is the character strength Prudence. 
Prudence is the ability to do the right thing, at the right time, for the 
right reason. It's a future-oriented way of thinking that helps a person 
set goals, make plans, and have the discipline to accomplish them. It 
is cognitive–more a strength of the head than of the heart. As a        
reminder, Positivity Project now has a resource for families, and it can 
be found at https://posproject.org/p2-for-families/. The password is P2. 
Resources include a one-page character card, video clip, and       
questions for discussion. 
 

The week of January 18 will focus on Perseverance and the week of 
January 25 will address the Other People Matter Mindset quality of 
Supporting Others When They Struggle. 



       

    We hope everyone had a relaxing  
       and recharging winter break.  As we get  
  back into the routines of school, we  
  continue to encourage students to  
  be in a quiet space so they are able 
to focus and listen during the school day.  This 
month we will be going on a virtual  
field trip with the National Zoo on  
January 19!  In math we will be  
continuing to solve story problems,  
counting to 100 by 1’s, counting  
backwards from 10, recognizing a set of objects up 
to 20, practicing writing our numbers and we will be 
beginning a unit on Geometry.  Kindergarten     
students are continuing to add to their sight words 
knowledge and applying it to their writing and   
reading.  They are working hard continuing to blend 
and decode words in small groups. Students are 
also working on vowel sounds, identifying word 
families, and learning some basic spelling rules. 
They will hear and work with some fun winter      
stories in reading this month as well.  In social  
studies, students are working on their Maps unit 
and will learn about Martin Luther King, Jr.  As a 
reminder, there will be no school on January 18 or 
January 20.  Thanks again for your continued    
support, and the Kindergarten Team wishes      
everyone a Happy New Year! 
 

     First Grade is very excited to welcome  
2021. We began the year by making  
resolutions.  Our science focus this month  
is the sun and how it impacts our earth  
as well as our place in the solar system  
and surrounding systems. In language arts  
we are continuing to learn parts of speech and how 
to use adjectives to make our writing more          
interesting. In reading we are continuing to build 
stamina by reading our book bags daily while also 
using Lexia every day. In writing we will start our 
unit on teaching books. It would be a good idea to 
generate and talk about topics that your child is an 
expert in. This may include different animals, plants 
and even biographies of family members. We are  
     also excited to introduce the     
     Nearpod app this month to teach  
     more interactive lessons. This  
     month we bid farewell to Jan Brett  
     and say hello to Gail Gibbons and  
     nonfiction. We are a happy     
     productive community! 

   On December 2nd, Second Graders 
       were visited by Dr. Jennifer Bartlett, a 
            professional astronomer and           
  President of the Board of Directors 
  for Arlington’s David M. Brown    
Planetarium.  Dr. Bartlett grew up in Arlington and 
graduated from HB Woodlawn.  She was smitten 
with the night sky as a child and she shared her 
passion and knowledge with our learners as she 
explained the “Reasons for the Seasons”.  It was a 
great experience for attendees of all ages!  Our 
young scientists also learned about weather, and 
how nature can sometimes turn dangerous.  Our 
final project for this unit involved the creation of an 
emergency weather kit.  In math, students used 
rounding skills to make reasonable estimates for 
two digit addition and subtraction problems.  As the 
unit progressed, they learned varied strategies 
(such as drawing models and decomposing or 
“breaking apart” numbers) to find actual sums and 
differences for these same problems.  As readers 
and writers, we explored the wonderful world of 
nonfiction.  Second graders researched an animal 
and presented learned facts at dual celebrations 
held just before our winter break.  As we move 
ahead, students will be reading and writing         
poems. We will also be exploring the world of     
geometry. We challenge our learners to look for 
real life examples of 3D shapes such as spheres, 
cubes, rectangular prisms, cylinders, and cones in 
their homes.  We also have another virtual field trip 
coming up with member(s) of the National 
Zoo.  2021 is destined to be a GREAT year for 
sure! 
 

     Quarter 2, which ends at the end of  
this month, is flying by. Our Third  
Graders are wearing many hats this year;  
not only as scientists, mathematicians,  
readers, writers and historians, but also  
as detectives, critical thinkers, creatives,  
and artists! In language arts, we will focus on     
solving mysteries by predicting, searching for clues, 
picking out motives and opportunities, and          
adjusting our thinking as we read. We will also   
focus on the difference between fact and opinion, 
as we stretch our persuasive and opinion writing 
skills. We are mastering the writing process for 
many genres this year!  Math in January will be all 
about fractions, a challenging but fun subject. We 
are working hard at comparing and finding improp-
er fractions and mixed numbers. When we finish 
this unit, we will be spiraling back to our adding and 
subtracting unit, but this time within 9,999 rather 
than 999. We can’t wait to build on what we learned 
earlier this year!  At the beginning of January, we 
will learn about the water cycle during science 
class and enjoy a virtual field trip with the National  
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   Welcome back from the  
      Art team! We are excited to  
      begin our sculpture unit, which  
      means we will be working with  
       modeling clay!  
So be sure to be up to date on  
picking up all art supplies from  
Tuckahoe. Additional supplies  
are being distributed throughout each quarter. 
Also, whether your student is working from 
home, or attends a pod, make sure to pack all 
their art materials to take with them, or have 
them nearby at home so they can fully enjoy 
and be prepared for each lesson. An easy way 
to do this is to designate a box or bag to hold 
their art tools and a folder for all unfinished  
projects and work. We are so excited to get 
creative in 2021!  
 

     Happy New Year to ALL 

Tuckahoe Families!  With the  
second quarter quickly ending in  
late January, the Physical  
Education staff has been working diligently to 
keep students interested and engaged with our 
PE classes.  During this time, our 4th and 5th 
grade students have been learning about creat-
ing personal SMART goals to enhance their 
level of physical fitness.  Be sure to ask your 
children what SMART goal they created for 
themselves.  These students have been work- 
  ing on improving their dribbling  
  skills and eye/hand coordination  
  with a bouncing ball.  The 3rd 

            grade is learning about the im- 

  portance of hydration.  They have 
  also been working on their manip-
ulative ball-handling skills as well as being able 
to identify the bones of the human               
skeleton.  The 2nd grade is learning to identify 
muscle groups and how flexibility helps the 
body move in different directions.  Pre-school, 
Kindergarten, and 1st grade are all being      
instructed on how the bones, muscles, heart, 
and lungs work together so that one’s body can 
function and move.  These students are also 
working on their manipulative skills with a ball. 

          

All grade levels have been dancing to “Can’t 
Stop the Feeling” and are being instructed 
about the importance of individual, health-

related fitness.  Starting the week of January 
25th and going through February 12th, we will 
be working on ball-rolling skills.  Students will 
need the following: a ball that can be gripped 
comfortably (grapefruit/melon size) and can be 
rolled with one hand; 3 plastic bottles (pins that 
can fall over easily).  Having this equipment 
available by the week of January 25th would 
greatly assist students’ learning.  The PE Staff 
tries to keep requests for student equipment to 
a minimum.  We thank you for your support. 
 

             Welcome back and         
             Happy New Year! All our  
   Music students are          
   learning to listen to music 
with purpose, thinking critically, analyzing, and 
reflecting upon different compositions. After   
exploring the experimental art of the 20th     
century, our 5th grade students will be creating 
their own chance poems, with Paul Dukas’ 
symphonic poem “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice” 
serving as an inspiration. The fourth graders 
have been learning about filmmaking and will 
soon attempt to become Foley artists, while 
working in small groups on a sound effects   
project. Our third grade students are about to 
start their recorder journey. They  
will be learning about the correct  
hand position, fingering, tonguing, 
and air support. After showing an  
understanding of the difference  
between rhythm and beat, and having lots of 
practice with quarter notes, eighth notes, and 
quarter rests, second graders are learning 
about half notes. This time of year, our young-
est students participate in a variety of winter-
related activities, learning and creating songs 
about winter, dancing, playing charades, etc. 
First grade students continue learning about 
steady beat and practicing the "quarter note  
         and two eighth notes"  
         rhythm combination.  
         Kindergarteners contin-

         ue exploring four differ- 
                   ent voices (singing,  
            speaking, whispering, and shout-
ing), loud and soft sounds (dynamics), fast and 
slow movements (tempo). 
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have learned about their ancient civilization. In   
reading, students will spend more time in small 
groups to hone their nonfiction comprehension 
and text decoding skills. All fifth grade students 
should be working on reaching their target  
number of minutes in Lexia each week. We’re 
excited to keep growing and learning in the new 
year! 

 

 

 

Department News continued from page 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 

     We got to start 2021 off with a big shipment 
of new books in the Library—keep an eye out 
for them on Discover!  A new month also 
means new units for our learners. Kindergarten-
ers will spend January talking about different 
ways we can research and learn things, from 
looking at pictures to listening to experts. First 
grade started their mock Caldecott this week 
with the book All Because You Matter. We will 
read 5-6 books this month and vote on our    
favorite! Second grade will be using maps to 
learn about history, and 3rd grade is learning 
about the history and science of snow. With 4th 
and 5th grade’s virtual field trips coming up, we 
will be reading a wonderful new picture book 
called Ocean Speaks, about the woman who 
first mapped the ocean floor.  Students have 
also done a great job this first week back     
sharing what they read over break! It is so fun 
to hear about all their reading adventures. 
 

     In STEAM we have started  
exploring topics related to  
animal classification in Pre-K  
and 1st grade. Questions such  
as the differences between  
vertebrates and invertebrates and the charac-
teristics of the vertebrate groups have led to 
great discussions! A great resource for all fami-
lies to explore this topic together is Animals and 
Nature from DF findout!  Second graders are 
learning about matter and the scientific reasons 
why solids, liquids, and gases behave as they  
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Zoo as we review animal adaptations. Midway 
through the month, we’ll switch over to social 
studies to begin learning  
about our first ancient  
civilization of the year: Egypt.  
We aim to study geography,  
economics, civilization and  
culture!  The third grade team  
wishes everyone a Happy New Year! We are  
excited to finish up the first half of our school 
year as we continue to prepare students to be 
lifelong learners.  
 

     Fourth Graders are hard at work 
       writing about their lives without  
       screens for entertainment in writing    
         and using text structures, inferences, 
         and other useful skills to read      
nonfiction deeply. Lexia is an important part of 
the reading curriculum. Students are finishing 
division and will start to learn about decimals this 
month in math. When reading decimals, we say 
“and” for the decimal point. For example, 1.5 is 
one AND five tenths. Keep practicing those math 
facts at home with Reflex or flash cards! We are 
currently studying 18th century colonial Virginia 
in social studies, including economics and every-
day life.      The current science unit is all  
       about weather data and weather 
       forecasting. Have your child  
         watch the news and pay atten-

         tion to the weather data and  
         maps. On Friday, January  
  22nd at 10:25 am, we will be     
welcoming Lindsay Laugher for a virtual 
OCEARCH program to focus on the different  
layers of the ocean, food chains and technology 
of exploring oceans.  
 

      Fifth Grade is ready to kick off 2021!  
In math, we have begun our patterns  
unit. Ask your fifth grader to tell you  
what comes next in this pattern:  0.15,  
0.35, 0.55, 0.75 …… (answer: 0.95).   
In science, we will share our culminating  
sound projects and are beginning our unit on 
light. Grab a flashlight and ask your child to 
teach you what he or she knows about light! In 
social studies, we are exploring the geography, 
pharaohs, and daily life of Ancient Egypt.       
Students are finishing up their informational   
writing pieces this month and will share all they  
 

 



Thought of the Month:  

    "You are never too       

old to set another goal or   
dream a new dream."  
                  

                     ~C.S. Lewis  
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Tuckahoe Spirit Fridays are here!  Students are invited to wear any      
Tuckahoe gear they have.  Don’t have any yet?  No worries!    

Wear blue & yellow to show your  Slider Pride!  





 

January 12:          PTA Meeting, 7:30PM 

January 15:          Slider Spirit Friday 

January 18:           MLK Holiday, No School 

January 20:          Inauguration Day, No School  

January 22:           Slider Spirit Friday 

January 25:          APS Kgn. Night, 7:00PM 

January 29:          Slider Spirit Friday 

January 29:          End of 2nd Quarter 

February 1:          Teacher Work Day, No  
           School for Students             

 

 

 

       do. Third graders will soon be 

       building on what they learned  
       about snowflakes in Ms. Bryns-
       vold’s library lessons by ex- 
       ploring the science of snow  
       crystals. Fourth grade has  
       started a multi-part lesson  
       delving into watersheds, and 
5th grade has recently examined the meaning 
of “systems” and the many and varied places 
systems occur, including in the natural world.  

Department News….continued from page 4 Welcome Back Sliders from the Counseling Team! We 
are so excited for what's to come at Tuckahoe. This 
month 2nd-5th grade lessons will focus on problem     
solving. Parents can also find follow up materials for our 
lessons on Ms. Knight's webpage adven-
tureswithmsknight.weebly.com.  The website includes 
Homelinks for each lesson including past lessons and 
resources for parents.   

Stay turned, Ms. Knight will be hosting weekly Drop In  
Virtual Social Groups for students to spend time with their 
classmates outside of class time. More information will be 
sent out later in January.  Also, in the wake of current 
events hitting very close to home, if your child is           
experiencing any big feelings and needing to speak with a 
counselor please reach out to Sigrid Vollmecke and/or 
Tiffaney Knight for support and resources. We are here to 
help. You can reach out via our Parent Referral form or 
via email if you need any support or would like to meet 
with one of the school counselors.   


